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neuDolphin Wipes: Safeguard Yourself, Your Patients & Your Institutions

Since the outbreak, the COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way we perceive and practice
good hygiene. From wearing masks when ill to judiciously washing our hands after coming
home, perhaps one of the important lessons we learn from the pandemic is the pivotal role
our daily hygiene practices play in impacting our health. This has had repercussions beyond
the personal domain - medical institutions such as hospitals are stepping up their disinfection
procedures to ensure that medical environments are sanitised and safe for all.

In this regard, disposable, anti-bacterial wipes have become essential, especially in
hospitals, and elder care homes, not only to clean up after the patients but also to disinfect
contaminated surfaces. Amongst the array of disposable wipes available out there, NEU
Industries supplies various types of medical-grade disposable wipes, for every individual,
occasion, and every need.

neuDolphin Anti-Bacterial Personal Moist Wipes

Many struggle to find disposable wipes
that are both effective at killing germs and
sanitisation, whilst also alcohol-free.
Introducing neuDolphin’s anti-bacterial
personal moist wipes. These anti-bacterial
wipes are not only alcohol and
fragrance-free but also capable of killing
99.99% of germs and are suitable for
frequent usage. It is dermatologically
tested and contains Aloe Vera and Vitamin
E extracts that keep the skin moisturised

and soft. This is especially beneficial for individuals with sensitive skin that could react
negatively towards products with added chemicals.

These wipes are compact and also child-safe, making the product especially useful and
suitable in medical institutions, and are already widely used in hospitals to thoroughly
disinfect skin for patient use, especially when cleaning up after defecation.

http://www.neuindustries.com
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neuDolphin Multi-Purpose Personal Dry Wipes

In comparison to the neuDolphin Anti-Bacterial
Personal Moist Wipes, the Multi-Purpose
Personal Dry Wipes are highly absorbent with a
large surface area, rendering them the ideal
choice to effectively absorb liquids and fluids
efficiently.

Contrary to popular conceptions of dry wipes
being rough and coarse against the skin,
neuDolphin’s multi-purpose personal dry wipes
are soft and gentle on the skin. It is lint-free and

made from a non-woven textile-like material, making it the perfect wipe for daily cleansing on
sensitive skins. These wipes are also great with soap, lotion, or water and can be used to
wipe the face or any parts of the body.

This is especially useful in medical institutions such as hospitals, eldercare centers, and
senior homes, where patients may be unable to shower due to recent surgery or when
drying patients after a sponge bath.

neuDolphin Multi-Surface Disinfecting Wipes

For medical institutions such as clinics and hospitals,
high-grade disinfecting wipes are necessary daily. It is
of utmost importance to invest in high-quality,
medical-grade disinfecting wipes to ensure the safety
of both patients and medical staff. Differing from the
previous two wipes, this product is made for
disinfecting surfaces, rather than skin.

Each canister of neuDolphin’s multi-surface
disinfecting wipe contains 200 sheets of ready-to-use,
high-grade cleaning, and disinfecting wipes. It has
been rigorously tested to EN standard against a range
of bacteria, viruses, fungi, yeasts, and moulds, and

kills 99.99% of germs quickly. It can effectively combat viruses such as Influenza A H1N1
virus, Salmonella, MRSA, and more.

It is ideal for all surfaces and can be used on high-contact touchpoints in order to reduce the
risk of cross-contamination and transmission of viruses. It is also incredibly convenient to
use - simply pull a piece out from the canister and you are ready to disinfect any surface.

Wipes For Every Occasion, Every Need

NEU Industries supplies high-quality, medical-grade wipes for every occasion and your every
need. Not only are our products maceratable and easy to dispose of, but our wipes can also
be customisable in the size of each sheet, and also quantity in each packaging. Contact us
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today to invest in high-quality wipes to keep your body and environment sanitised and safe
for all.

Article by Neu Industries Pte Ltd published on _ May 2022. For further enquiries, drop us an
email at sales@neuindustries.com.


